
AZ EURÓPAI GAZDASÁGI TÉRSÉGGEL KAPCSOLATOS TÁJÉKOZTATÁSOK 

EFTA FELÜGYELETI HATÓSÁG 

Felhívás észrevételek benyújtására az EFTA-államok közötti, a Felügyeleti Hatóság és a Bíróság 
létrehozásáról szóló megállapodás 3. jegyzőkönyve I. része 1. cikkének (2) bekezdése szerint a 

reykjavíki kikötő által nyújtott állítólagos támogatással kapcsolatos állami támogatás kérdésében 

(2010/C 54/02) 

A 2009. október 30-i 435/09/COL határozattal, amelynek eredeti nyelvű szövege ezen összefoglaló végén 
található, az EFTA Felügyeleti Hatóság eljárást kezdeményezett az EFTA-államok közötti, a Felügyeleti 
Hatóság és a Bíróság létrehozásáról szóló megállapodás 3. jegyzőkönyve I. része 1. cikkének (2) bekezdése 
szerint. Az izlandi hatóságokat a határozat másolatának megküldésével értesítették. 

Az EFTA Felügyeleti Hatóság ezúton felkéri az EFTA-államokat, az EU-tagállamokat és az érdekelt feleket, 
hogy e felhívás közzétételétől számított egy hónapon belül juttassák el észrevételeiket a szóban forgó 
intézkedéssel kapcsolatban az alábbi címre: 

EFTA Surveillance Authority 
Registry 
Rue Belliard 35 
1040 Bruxelles/Brussel 
BELGIQUE/BELGIË 

Az észrevételeket továbbítják az izlandi hatóságoknak. Az észrevételek benyújtói kérésüket megindokolva, 
írásban kérhetik adataik bizalmas kezelését. 

ÖSSZEFOGLALÁS 

Az eljárás 

2004. április 30-i levelével Hafnarfjörður önkormányzata panaszt nyújtott be a reykjavíki kikötő által a 
Stáltak hf. (későbbi nevén Stálsmiðjan ehf.) számára nyújtott állítólagos állami támogatásra vonatkozóan. A 
Hatóság ezt követően további információkat kapott mind a panaszostól, mind az izlandi hatóságoktól. 

Az intézkedések értékelése 

2000. október 29-én a reykjavíki kikötő megvásárolta a Stáltak részesedését a Dráttarbrautir Reykjavíkurban. 
A vételár 51,2 millió izlandi korona volt, azaz megegyezett a részvények névértékével. A vételárat a 
részvények névértékében állapították meg, annak ellenére, hogy a Dráttarbrautir Reykjavíkur működtetése 
veszteséges volt. 

Az izlandi hatóságok érvelése szerint a vételár a Dráttarbrautir Reykjavíkur működési veszteségei ellenére 
ésszerű volt. Ezzel kapcsolatban az izlandi hatóságok többek között az adott időszakra jellemző inflációs 
rátára, valamint a Dráttarbrautir Reykjavíkur tulajdonában lévő ingatlanok és egyéb eszközök értékének 
felújításokból és az ingatlanpiaci árak emelkedéséből adódó növekedésére hivatkoztak. Továbbá a hatóságok 
kiemelték, hogy a részesedés megvásárlásakor a kikötő célja nem a befektetésből származó nyereség volt, 
hanem az, hogy irányítást szerezzen az érintett telephelyek, valamint a Dráttarbrautir Reykjavíkur tulajdo
nában lévő eszközök felett. 

A panaszostól és az izlandi hatóságoktól kapott információk alapján a Hatóság szerint kétséges, hogy a 
Stáltak Dráttarbrautir Reykjavíkurban való részesedéséért fizetett ár tükrözi-e annak piaci értékét. Ezért a 
Hatóság e kérdésre vonatkozóan hivatalos vizsgálati eljárás megindításáról határozott.
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2000. október 29-én a Stáltak és a reykjavíki kikötő adásvételi szerződést kötött, amelynek értelmében a 
Stáltak a Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin leányvállalatban lévő teljes részvénytőkéjét eladta a kikötőnek. A vételár 
323 millió izlandi korona volt. A leányvállalat kizárólagos eszközeit azok a mýrargatai ingatlanok képezték, 
amelyeket a Stáltak 2000. október 27-én ruházott rá. 

A panaszos érvelése szerint a vételár túlságosan magas volt, a reális árnál mintegy 150 millió izlandi 
koronával több. E tekintetben a panaszos arra az árkülönbségre hivatkozik, amely a Stáltaktól való átruhá
záskor a Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin által a mýrargatai eszközökért fizetett ár, valamint a reykjavíki kikötő által 
a Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðinben való teljes részesedésért fizetett ár között áll fenn. A mýrargatai ingatlant a 
Stáltak 2000. október 27-én mintegy 150 millió izlandi koronával alacsonyabb áron ruházta át a Stáls
miðjan-Slippstöðinre, mint amennyit a reykjavíki kikötő két nappal később a Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðinben 
való részesedésért fizetett. 

Az izlandi hatóságok állítása szerint a reykjavíki kikötő által a Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðinben való részesedésért 
fizetett vételár üzleti megfontolásokon alapult. Az izlandi hatóságok kifejtették, hogy a kikötő számításai a 
mýrargatai ingatlanok értékén alapultak, különösen tűzkár-biztosítási értékükön, illetve azon, hogy a vétel 
végső ellenőrzést biztosított a kikötő számára az érintett telephelyeken található összes ingatlan felett. Az 
izlandi hatóságok egyetértenek azzal, hogy a Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin működési értéke nem emelte a része
sedés vételárát. Az izlandi hatóságok azon a véleményen vannak, hogy a kikötő által fizetett vételár 
tekinthető alacsonynak. 

A panaszos, illetve az izlandi hatóságok által nyújtott információk alapján a Hatóság az eljárás jelenlegi 
szakaszában nem képes teljes bizonyossággal megállapítani, hogy a kifizetett ár tükrözi a részesedés piaci 
értékét. Ezért a Hatóság e kérdésre vonatkozóan hivatalos vizsgálati eljárás indításáról határozott. 

Következtetés 

Az előbbi megfontolások alapján a Hatóság hivatalos vizsgálati eljárás indítása mellett határozott, össz
hangban az EGT-megállapodás 1. cikkének (2) bekezdésével. Felkérjük az érdekelt feleket, hogy az e hatá
rozatnak az Európai Unió Hivatalos Lapjában való közzétételétől számított egy hónapon belül nyújtsák be 
észrevételeiket. 

EFTA SURVEILLANCE AUTHORITY DECISION 

No 435/09/COL 

of 30 October 2009 

to initiate the procedure provided for in Article 1(2) in Part I of Protocol 3 to the Surveillance and 
Court Agreement with regard to a complaint regarding alleged State aid granted by the Port of 

Reykjavík to Stáltak hf 

(Iceland) 

THE EFTA SURVEILLANCE AUTHORITY ( 1 ), 

Having regard to the Agreement on the European Economic Area ( 2 ), in particular to Articles 61 to 63 and 
Protocol 26 thereof, 

Having regard to the Agreement between the EFTA States on the establishment of a Surveillance Authority 
and a Court of Justice ( 3 ), in particular to Article 24 thereof, 

Having regard to Article 1(2) of Part I and Articles 4(4) and 6 of Part II of Protocol 3 to the Surveillance 
and Court Agreement,
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( 1 ) Hereinafter referred to as ‘the Authority’. 
( 2 ) Hereinafter referred to as ‘the EEA Agreement’. 
( 3 ) Hereinafter referred to as ‘the Surveillance and Court Agreement’.



Whereas: 

I. FACTS 

1. Procedure 

By letter dated 30 April 2004, the Municipality of Hafnarfjörður filed a complaint against alleged State aid 
granted by the Port of Reykjavík to the company Stáltak hf., later Stálsmiðjan ehf. The letter was received 
and registered by the Authority on 7 May 2004 (Event No 280698). 

By letter dated 13 May 2004 (Event No 281306), the Authority acknowledged the receipt of the complaint 
and asked the complainant to clarify some points in the complaint. 

By letter dated 27 July 2004 (Event No 288061), the Authority sent a request for information to the 
Icelandic authorities. The Icelandic authorities replied by letter dated 13 September 2004, received and 
registered by the Authority on 15 September 2004 (Event No 292795). 

By letter dated 25 October 2004, the complainant submitted additional information. The letter was received 
and registered by the Authority on 29 October 2004 (Event No 297677). 

By letter dated 24 May 2005 (Event No 307552), the Authority sent a request for additional information to 
the Icelandic authorities. The Icelandic authorities answered by a letter dated 25 July 2005, received and 
registered by the Authority on the same date (Event No 328142). 

By letter dated 4 October 2006 (Event No 390775), the Authority again requested additional information 
from the Icelandic authorities. By letter dated 4 December 2006, received and registered by the Authority 
on the same date (Event No 400992), the Icelandic authorities submitted their answer to the information 
request. 

Finally, the Authority asked the Icelandic authorities for additional information by letter dated 11 October 
2007 (Event No 445490). The Icelandic authorities replied by letter dated 29 October 2007, received and 
registered by the Authority on 30 October 2007 (Event No 449597). 

Moreover, the case has been subject to discussions between the Icelandic government and the Authority at 
the State aid package meetings in Reykjavík in 2006, 2007 and 2008. 

2. Factual background 

2.1. The complaint 

The complainant alleges that several transactions between the Port of Reykjavík ( 4 ), Dráttarbrautir 
Reykjavíkur ehf. and Stáltak hf. ( 5 ) (later Stálsmiðjan ehf.) involve State aid to Stáltak. The complainant 
considers that ever since December 1999, when Dráttarbrautir Reykjavíkur was founded as a private limited 
liability company established by the Port and Stáltak, the Port has directly and indirectly supported the 
operations of Stáltak and, on more than one occasion, unduly saved the company from financial difficulties 
or imminent bankruptcy. The complainant believes the aid granted amounted to several million ISK. In this 
manner, the complainant considers that the Port has disrupted the competitive position of enterprises that 
operate in the area, in particular ports that offer slipway services; dry-docking and ship repairs. 

The complainant has explained that only three companies, which are situated in the three largest harbours 
in Iceland, can offer dry-docking and ship repair slipway services. These companies are Stáltak, which 
operated in the Reykjavík Harbour, and two companies operating from the Hafnarfjörður Harbour and 
Akureyri Harbour respectively. The complainant has pointed out that through the Port of Reykjavík’s 
financial support, Stáltak has been able to offer the slipway services in question at a lower price than its 
competitors.
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( 4 ) Hereinafter also referred to as ‘the Port’. The situation described is that of the Port at the time the alleged State aid 
measures took place. On 1 July 2003, the Harbour Act No 23/1994, which was in force at the time the alleged 
measures took place, was replaced by a new Harbour Act No 61/2003. The new Harbour Act brought about 
considerable changes in harbours’ operational environments. On 1 January 2005, the assets and operations of the 
Port of Reykjavík were transferred to a new port company, Faxaflóahafnir sf. (Associated Icelandic Ports). The 
company is a partnership (sameignarfélag) owned by five municipalities including the City of Reykjavík which owns 
75 % of the company. See Agreement of Partnership for Faxaflóahafnir sf., Event No 400992, attachment 1. Article 
8.3 of the current Harbour Act No 61/2003 allows for this operational form for ports. 

( 5 ) Hereinafter referred to as ‘Stáltak’.



2.2. The Port of Reykjavík 

2.2.1. Operations of the Port of Reykjavík 

The Port’s role is, firstly, to create harbour facilities with shelter, depth and harbour service areas for vessels 
carrying cargo; secondly, to provide sufficient land in connection with the harbour service areas to facilitate 
the handling of cargo and, thirdly, to ensure communications with the capital and the national road system. 
Hence, the Port constructs and operates harbour structures, including docking constructions for ship repair, 
whereas its customers provide various services related to ships and cargo handling. It follows that the Port 
of Reykjavík can be described as a ‘landlord port’. In most cases, the customers lease land from the Port for 
their activities. The customers then own buildings on the sites and operate various structures. The docking 
constructions are considered to constitute an integral part of the harbour services area, being essential for 
providing ship maintenance and related services ( 6 ). 

2.2.2. Ownership and control over the Port of Reykjavík 

At the time of the transactions complained about, the ownership and control of the Port of Reykjavík was 
laid down in Articles 3 and 4 of the former Harbour Act No 23/1994 ( 7 ) and Regulation No 130/1986 on 
Reykjavík Harbour ( 8 ). 

According to Articles 3 and 4 of the 1994 Harbour Act, harbours are owned by municipalities and 
controlled by harbour boards elected by their respective owners. Article 2.1 of the Regulation then adds 
that the Port of Reykjavík is owned by the city of Reykjavík and that the Reykjavík City Council is in charge 
of harbour affairs under the supervision of the Ministry of Transport (Samgönguráðuneyti). The Harbour 
Board (hafnarstjórn) and the Harbour Director (hafnarstjóri) are, however, responsible for the Port’s daily 
management. 

According to Article 2.2 of the Regulation, the Harbour Board is elected by the Reykjavík City Council. The 
Harbour Board consists of five members and five alternate members and their term is the same as that of 
the members of the Reykjavík City Council. According to Article 2.3 of the Regulation, the Harbour Board’s 
Chairman is elected by the City Council from the Harbour Board’s members. The Chairman is either a 
member or an alternate member of the City Council. Article 2.4 of the Regulation states that in addition to 
the elected members, the mayor, the chief municipal engineer and the port captain have the right to be 
heard by, and to propose motions to, the Harbour Board. 

Article 3.1 of the Regulation provides that the Harbour Board supervises financial affairs, operations, 
maintenance and the construction of new buildings in the harbour area. The Article, however, obliges 
the Harbour Board to submit the annual budget of the Harbour Fund to the City Council for approval and 
to apply to the City Council for authorisation for the Port’s service tariff and loans taken by the Harbour 
Fund or other financial obligations that bind the Fund for a longer period than the current fiscal year. In 
addition to this, Article 10 of the 1994 Harbour Act prescribed that Harbour Boards must report each year 
on their annual budget to the Icelandic Maritime Agency (Siglingastofnun). 

Article 3.2 of the Regulation prescribes that the Harbour Board has the final power of decision relating to 
the operation of the Harbour, such as lease of the Port’s land. 

2.2.3. Financing of the Port of Reykjavík 

According to Article 14 of the Regulation, the Reykjavík Harbour Fund is financed through a harbour tariff, 
as further described in Article 8 of the 1994 Harbour Act ( 9 ), and through a service charge tariff decided by 
the Harbour Board and confirmed by the Reykjavík City Council. Articles 8.1 and 8.2 of the 1994 Harbour 
Act provided that a joint harbour tariff should apply for all Icelandic ports ( 10 ). The tariff was based on 
proposals from the Harbour Council (Hafnaráð), a consultation body for the Minister of Transport, which in 
return received proposals from the Union of Icelandic Port Authorities (Hafnasamband sveitarfélaga). The tariff 
was then confirmed by the Minister of Transport. According to the Articles, the tariff should suffice to cover 
harbours’ daily operations and reasonable renovation of buildings. The tariff was to be revised at least once 
a year.
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( 6 ) See letter from the Icelandic authorities of 30 August 2004, Event No 292795. 
( 7 ) Hafnalög, Act No 23/1994 of 29 March 1994, with later amendments. Hereinafter referred to as ‘the 1994 Harbour 

Act’. The Act was replaced by the current Harbour Act No 61/2003 of 27 March 2003 which entered into force on 
1 July 2003. 

( 8 ) Hafnarreglugerð fyrir Reykjavíkurhöfn, hereinafter referred to as ‘the Regulation’. The Regulation had its legal basis in 
Article 5 of the 1994 Harbour Act. Now the Regulation has its legal basis in Article 4 of the current Act. 

( 9 ) The regulation refers to Article 13, but after the 1994 Harbour Act was modified in 1996 the numbering of articles 
was changed. It seems that the Regulation was not updated accordingly. 

( 10 ) The current Harbour Act is different in this respect. The common tariff no longer exists and Faxaflóahafnir sf. now 
issues its own independent harbour tariff.



According to the Icelandic authorities, the Port of Reykjavík did not receive additional grants from the State 
for development and operation of the harbour, as opposed to most other ports in Iceland. The Icelandic 
authorities have moreover stated that the Port did not receive any grants from the City of Reykjavík for its 
harbour construction ( 11 ). According to the Icelandic authorities, the Port has through the years been fully 
financed by its own revenues which are channelled into the Harbour Fund and have been used directly for 
creating facilities for industry and services. The Icelandic authorities thus claim the Port to be financially 
independent ( 12 ). 

2.3. Stálsmiðjan hf., Stáltak hf. and Stálsmiðjan ehf. 

Stáltak is a limited liability company which provided shipbuilding and ship repair services in the Reykjavík 
harbour. It was established in 2000 through a merger of the limited liability companies Slippstöðin hf., 
Stálsmiðjan hf. and Kælismiðjan Frost hf. The new company Stáltak hf. was registered under the ID number 
previously used by Stálsmiðjan hf. ( 13 ). 

In August 2001, Stáltak’s operations were split between its three new subsidiaries. The three subsidiaries 
were private limited liability companies established under the names of the companies which merged into 
Stáltak hf. in 2000 ( 14 ). The new company Stálsmiðjan ehf. continued Stáltak’s operations in Reykjavík. 
Stálsmiðjan ehf. was fully owned by Stáltak until December 2001 when 11 of Stáltak’s employees bought 
the majority of its shares ( 15 ). 

2.4. The foundation and operation of Dráttarbrautir Reykjavíkur 

2.4.1. Ownership and payment of share capital 

Dráttarbrautir Reykjavíkur ( 16 ) was founded in Reykjavík on 6 December 1999. The founders were 
Stálsmiðjan hf., later Stáltak, the Port of Reykjavík and Gjörvi ehf. ( 17 ). According to Article 2 of its 
founding agreement ( 18 ), DR had the objective to own and operate slipways for shipbuilding and 
repairing of ships and engage in related activities such as housing management and loan operations. 

DR’s foundation capital amounted to ISK 97,7 million (approximately EUR 1,3 million) ( 19 ). Stálsmiðjan hf. 
subscribed for ISK 51,2 million, the Port of Reykjavík for ISK 46 million and Gjörvi for ISK 500 000. 

According to the complainant, the majority shareholder Stálsmiðjan hf. designated two of the three 
members of DR’s board. A director in Stálsmiðjan hf. was appointed as manager of DR, and it was 
agreed in Article 9 of DR’s founding agreement that Stálsmiðjan would take care of DR’s daily operations. 

As explained in Annexes A and B to the founding agreement ( 20 ), Stálsmiðjan hf. paid its share capital in 
three different ways. First by a contribution of ISK 16 million in cash, secondly by contribution of ISK 20 
million in the form of a 20-year bond and thirdly by transfer of chattels to DR valued at ISK 15,2 million 
consisting of: 

(a) cables for slipway F valued at ISK 3,2 million, 

(b) cables for slipway N valued at ISK 3,7 million,
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( 11 ) See letter from the Icelandic authorities of 30 November 2006, Event No 400992. 
( 12 ) In this respect it should be mentioned that Article 18 of the 1994 Harbour Act prescribed that harbour operations, 

including harbour constructions should be financed by harbours’ own revenues, by contributions from the harbours’ 
owners and by the state treasury as further described in the Act. Moreover, Article 17 prescribed that all operations 
financed by the state should be conducted by the Icelandic Maritime Agency (Siglingastofnun). According to Article 
12.1, Harbour Boards were not permitted to initiate expensive operations in the harbour without the prior consent of 
the Ministry of Transport. 

( 13 ) ID number 620269-1079. The name change under the ID number was done on shareholders’ meeting 13 January 
2000. 

( 14 ) See Stáltak’s letter to its customers, dated 31 August 2001, Event No 328142, attachment 26. 
( 15 ) See Stáltak’s letter to the Port of Reykjavík, dated 8 February 2002, Event No 328142, attachment 17. 
( 16 ) Reykjavík slipways, hereinafter referred to as ‘DR’. 
( 17 ) Hereinafter referred to as ‘Gjörvi’. Gjörvi ehf. is a machinery workshop providing various services. 
( 18 ) Stofnsamningur, Event No 292795, attachment 10. 
( 19 ) The applicable conversion rate between ISK and EUR in 2000, the year when the majority of the transactions took 

place, was 73,51. There is no official conversion rate for 1999. 
( 20 ) Event No 292795, attachments 19 and 20. Annex A to DR’s founding agreement lists how DR’s founders paid their 

share capital. Annex B is a statement by a certified accountant regarding the value of the chattels transferred to DR as 
share capital. The statement is in line with the procedure prescribed in Articles 5 and 6 of Act No 138/1994 on 
private limited liability companies (Lög um einkahlutafélög), which provide that if equity is paid by transfer of assets, 
the value of those assets must be verified by an attorney or a certified accountant. The statement in Annex B provides 
that the certified accountant is aware of how the assets in question will be used in DR’s operations and that he has 
acquainted himself with the assets’ cost price with reference to accounting data and own evaluation. It moreover 
states that the accountant is familiar with Stálsmiðjan hf.’s operations. According to the statement, the assets’ value is 
considerably lower than their original cost price, non inflation-adjusted. The value does not allow for goodwill. 
Finally, the accountant specifically states that he is certain that the value price is not too high.



(c) a lift for Slipway F valued at ISK 1,2 million, 

(d) conduits for air, gas and water valued at a total of ISK 3,7 million, 

(e) two air compressors valued at a total of ISK 2 million, 

(f) lighting and electrical gear for the slipways valued at ISK 400 000, 

and 

(g) cable covers and stabilisers valued at ISK 1 million. 

As also explained in Annexes A and B to the founding agreement, the Port paid its share capital by 
providing two slipways, Slipway N with associated equipment valued at ISK 45 million and Slipway F 
with associated equipment valued at ISK 1 million. 

2.4.2. Loan connected to slipway investment 

According to the complainant, DR invested in a new slipway F in 2000. The slipway was installed by 
Stálsmiðjan hf. The investment was valued at approximately ISK 93,8 million. The complainant has claimed 
that the capital for this investment was mostly provided by the Port. 

According to the Icelandic authorities a loan, amounting to ISK 85 million was originally taken by the Port 
in 1996 for repairing the foundations and a trolley for the slipway, after it had been damaged ( 21 ). The loan 
was transferred to DR after its foundation. 

The outstanding amount on the loan by the end of 2002 was approximately ISK 56 million. When the Port 
of Reykjavík assumed the assets and liabilities of DR on 8 December 2003 ( 22 ), after the company was 
dissolved ( 23 ), the long-term loans of the company were reported as being almost ISK 43,9 million. The 
Icelandic authorities have stated that the long-term loans consisted only of the loan for the slipway ( 24 ). 

2.4.3. Loan from the Port of Reykjavík 

In addition to the above, the complainant has claimed that DR borrowed ISK 55 million from the Port of 
Reykjavík during its first three years of operation. 

2.4.4. Running of offices, administrative costs 

According to the complainant, DR was run from the Port of Reykjavík’s office and therefore had no payroll, 
administration expenses or other office expenses. 

2.4.5. DR’s operating losses 

In 2002, DR made an operating loss of over ISK 9,8 million and its return on equity was minus 11,97 %. 
The company’s loss in 2001 was approximately ISK 18,7 million, and in 2000 its loss amounted to more 
than ISK 8,4 million. In total the losses over these three first years of the company’s operations amounted to 
approximately ISK 37 million. 

2.5. The purchase by the Port of Reykjavík of Stáltak’s shares in DR and the rental agreement 

2.5.1. The purchase of shares 

On 29 October 2000, the Port of Reykjavík bought Stáltak’s (previously Stálsmiðjan hf.’s) shares in DR. The 
price was ISK 51,2 million, i.e. equal to the nominal value of the shares. According to the share purchase 
agreement, the purchase price was to be paid in the form of ISK 30 million in cash on signature of the 
contract, and the remains were to be paid after Stáltak’s customer account with the Port had been balanced 
and taken into account, no later than 5 November 2000 ( 25 ).
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( 21 ) See letter from the Icelandic authorities of 30 November 2006, Event No 400992. 
( 22 ) According to the Icelandic authorities this was done in line with Article 83a of the Act on Private Limited Liability 

Companies No 138/1994. Upon DR’s dissolution, the Port, as then DR’s sole owner, became responsible for its 
financial obligations. Moreover, as its sole owner, the results of DR’s annual account for 2003 was entered into the 
Port’s annual account. See letter from the Icelandic authorities of 25 July 2005, Event No 328142. 

( 23 ) The Port of Reykjavík sent a statement to the Icelandic Register of Companies in December 2003 stating that the 
company had been dissolved in accordance with Article 83 of Act No 138/1994 on Private Limited Liability 
Companies. See statement from Grant Thornton dated 13 June 2005, Event No 328142, attachment 14. 

( 24 ) See letter from the Icelandic authorities of 25 July 2005, Event No 328142. 
( 25 ) See share purchase agreement (Kaupsamningur — afsal), Event No 280698, attachment 6.



2.5.2. The rental agreement between Stáltak and DR concerning DR’s assets 

According to a rental agreement annexed to the share purchase contract of 29 October 2000 ( 26 ), Stáltak’s 
lease contract on the use of DR’s equipment was to be valid for two years from the date of the signature of 
the share purchase contract. The rental period was to be extended for one year at a time if the contract was 
not terminated with six months notice ( 27 ). 

The rental agreement provided that the rent should be on the same terms as laid down in the agreement 
between Stáltak and DR when the latter was founded, except that the rent was to be revised in accordance 
with changes in the building cost index and was to continue to be linked to that index throughout the 
rental period. The rental agreement moreover provided that Stáltak should be in charge of the operation and 
maintenance of DR, albeit in full cooperation with DR’s management. Operational and management costs 
were to be set off against the rent, and if they exceeded the rent, DR was to pay the difference to Stáltak. If 
the costs were lower than the rent, Stáltak should pay the difference to DR. 

In the rental agreement, DR authorised Stáltak to mortgage the leased assets to a bank as security for the 
payment of Stáltak’s liabilities for up to ISK 40 million. The authorisation was valid for the duration of the 
rental agreement. On this basis, Stáltak registered a certificate of security against the leased items amounting 
to ISK 20 million. The security amount was indexed. No fee was paid for the guarantee. The security was 
never realised ( 28 ). 

According to the rental agreement, Stáltak and DR presupposed that DR’s operations would cease after the 
rental agreement expired, that is two years after its signing. The rental agreement then stated that upon 
dissolution of DR, both parties would jointly work on selling DR’s movable equipment at as favourable a 
price as possible. According to the agreement, the sales amount was to be divided equally between Stáltak 
and DR. According to the annual accounts of the Port of Reykjavík for the operating year of 2003, and as 
confirmed by the Icelandic authorities, ISK 10 million was deposited in Stáltak’s business account with the 
Port after sale of the equipment ( 29 ). 

The income received by DR from its leasing of slipways amounted to ISK 7,1 million in 2002, whereas the 
income amounted to approximately 4,4 million in 2001 and ISK 7,3 million in 2000. Stáltak was the only 
lessee during this period. 

2.6. Stáltak’s transfer of properties in Mýrargata to its subsidiary Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin ehf. and 
subsequent lease agreement 

2.6.1. The property transfer agreement 

On 27 October 2000, Stáltak entered into an agreement ( 30 ) with its subsidiary the private limited liability 
company Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin ehf. ( 31 ) under which Stáltak transferred four properties in Mýrargata in 
Reykjavík to Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin. Under the agreement, Stáltak sold the buildings on the sites to 
Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin and transferred to it its rights to the lots according to lot lease agreements 
concluded with the Port of Reykjavík in 1991 and 1992 ( 32 ). This transaction was approved by the Port. 

In return for the transfer of assets, Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin took over mortgage debts on the properties 
amounting to approximately ISK 174 million and undertook to pay outstanding instalments on a debt on 
another property amounting to nearly ISK 608 000. According to the contract, the price was decided with 
due account to the fact that the properties would not yield any rent for the buyer during the first two years, 
cf. Section I-2.6.2 below. 

2.6.2. The lease agreement concerning the properties in Mýrargata 

In direct continuation of the property transfer agreement described above, Stáltak and Stálsmiðjan-Slipp
stöðin entered into a lease agreement ( 33 ) on 27 October 2000 under which Stáltak leased from Stálsmiðjan- 
Slippstöðin the properties in Mýrargata, which were transferred to it by the property transfer agreement. The 
lease was made for a term of two years, extended automatically by one year unless it was terminated six
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( 26 ) Document entitled Samkomulag, Event No 292795, attachment 18. 
( 27 ) By letter of 8 February 2002, Event No 328142, attachment 17, Stáltak requested permission from the Port to 

transfer Stáltak’s rights and obligations under the rental agreement to Stálsmiðjan ehf. This was approved by the Port. 
In 2005, the slipways were still leased by Stálsmiðjan ehf. See letter from the Icelandic authorities of 25 July 2005, 
Event No 328142. 

( 28 ) By agreement of 28 November 2002, Stáltak transferred to Íslandsbanki all rights to 50 % of sales revenues upon 
future selling of DR’s assets, which belonged to Stáltak according to the rental agreement of 29 October 2000. See 
document entitled Yfirlýsing um framsal réttinda, Event No 328142, attachment 7. On 9 December 2002 the mortgage 
had been lifted of DR’s assets. See document entitled Samkomulag um uppgjör, Event No 328142, attachment 27. 

( 29 ) Letter from the Icelandic authorities of 25 July 2005, Event No 328142. 
( 30 ) Document entitled Yfirlýsing, Event No 292795, attachment 7. 
( 31 ) Hereinafter referred to as ‘Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin’. 
( 32 ) Lot lease agreements of 16 October 1991 and 30 September 1992. 
( 33 ) Document entitled Leigusamningur, Event No 292795, attachment 8.



months before the expiry of the term. The amount of the rent was not mentioned in the agreement, but 
was paid in full for the next two years at the time of the signature. 

2.7. The Port’s purchase of Stáltak’s subsidiary Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin ehf. 

2.7.1. The purchase agreement 

On 29 October 2000, Stáltak and the Port entered into a purchase contract ( 34 ) whereby Stáltak sold its 
entire share capital in the subsidiary Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin to the Port. The purchase price was ISK 323 
million. The sole assets of the subsidiary were the properties in Mýrargata transferred to it by Stáltak on 
27 October 2000. 

The purchase price was paid by assuming the mortgage debts on the properties, amounting to circa ISK 175 
million. The remainder of the purchase price was to be paid in cash. The contract states that the purchaser 
is aware of the property transfer agreement and the lease agreement of 27 October 2000, concerning the 
properties in Mýrargata. The two documents were annexed to the purchase agreement. As has been 
confirmed by the Icelandic authorities, the Port was aware that it would not receive any rental income 
from the properties during the first two years after the purchase, as the two years’ rent had already been 
paid in full ( 35 ). 

2.7.2. Establishment of Hafnarhús ehf. 

At Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin’s annual meeting on 30 April 2001, the company’s articles of association were 
changed, inter alia, because the company was then owned by only one shareholder (the Port of 
Reykjavík) ( 36 ). One of the items decided on was changing the company’s name to Hafnarhús ehf. ( 37 ). 
No changes were made as regards the company’s ownership of the properties in Mýrargata. 

According to Article 3 of Hafnarhús’ articles of association ( 38 ), the company’s objective was property 
holding and operations, including leasing out of real estate, floating docks and docking constructions for 
ship repairs. According to Article 4 of the articles of association, the company’s equity amounted to ISK 170 
million. 

Hafnarhús was wound up on 8 December 2003 ( 39 ). As the company was fully owned by the Port, the 
result for 2003 was entered into the Port’s annual account. Moreover, in line with Article 83a of the Act on 
Private Limited Liability Companies No 138/1994, the Port, as Hafnarhús’ sole owner, became responsible 
for its financial obligations. 

2.7.3. Stáltak’s lease of properties in Mýrargata 

The Port’s purchase of Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin (later Hafnarhús) did not result in any amendments to the 
lease agreement concerning the properties in Mýrargata. The rental income of Hafnarhús with regard to the 
properties in Mýrargata amounted to ISK 12,2 million in 2002 ( 40 ). 

By letter of 8 February 2002 ( 41 ) Stáltak requested permission from the Port to transfer Stáltak’s rights and 
obligations under the lease agreement to Stálsmiðjan ehf. This was approved by the Port. 

3. The measures complained about and comments submitted by the Icelandic authorities 

As mentioned above, the complainant is of the opinion that the Port of Reykjavík has disrupted the 
competitive position of ports offering slipway services (dry-docking and ship repairs) in the area near 
Reykjavík by, ever since 1999 when DR was founded, directly and indirectly supporting Stáltak’s operations.
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( 34 ) Event No 292795, attachment 15. 
( 35 ) See letter from the Icelandic authorities of 30 November 2006, Event No 400992. 
( 36 ) See minutes of the meeting, Event No 292795, attachment 13. 
( 37 ) Hereinafter referred to as ‘Hafnarhús’. 
( 38 ) Event No 292795, attachment 14. 
( 39 ) The Port of Reykjavík sent a statement to the Icelandic Register of Companies in December 2003 stating that the 

company had been dissolved in accordance with Article 83 of Act No 138/1994 on Private Limited Liability 
Companies. See statement from Grant Thornton dated 13 June 2005, Event No 328142, attachment 14. 

( 40 ) See letter from KPMG dated 23 July 2003, Event No 280698, attachment 11. 
( 41 ) Event No 328142, attachment 17.



The comments by the complainant and by the Icelandic authorities are described in the following. 

3.1. Measures executed by the Port of Reykjavík 

3.1.1. Transfer of chattels to DR by the Port and Stálsmiðjan hf. 

As described in Section I-2.4.1 above, DR was founded in December 1999. Stálsmiðjan hf. paid a part of its 
share capital by transfer of chattels valued at ISK 15,2 million. The Port paid its share capital by providing 
two slipways. 

The complainant believes the valuation of the chattels transferred to DR by Stálsmiðjan hf. and the Port to 
be unsatisfactory. More specifically, the complainant believes that Stálsmiðjan hf.’s assets were valued too 
high, especially as regards cables and conduits that depreciate quickly and generally have very limited resale 
value, while the value of a slipway transferred by the Port was underestimated. The complainant points out 
that on the basis of this valuation, Stálsmiðjan hf. unduly became a majority shareholder in DR and 
appointed two of DR’s three board members. 

The Icelandic authorities have rejected the view that the chattels transferred to DR by Stálsmiðjan hf. were 
valued too high. In that respect, the authorities refer to an evaluation done by a certified accountant in line 
with the requirements provided in Articles 5 and 6 of Act No 138/1994 on private limited liability 
companies, which formed Annex B to DR’s founding agreement ( 42 ). The Icelandic authorities have 
moreover referred to DR’s annual accounts which show the chattels’ depreciation ( 43 ). 

As regards the transferred Slipway F, the Icelandic authorities have explained that the slipway was valued at 
only ISK 1 million as it had already been fully depreciated and its durability was subject to uncertainty. 
Renovation of the slipway, including the rails and the trolley, was considered necessary. The cables used in 
the slipway, however, were only taken into use in 1998 and were of a high quality. According to the 
Icelandic authorities there was no uncertainty about the value or the durability of the moveable chattels 
connected to Slipway F. 

3.1.2. The Port’s loan to DR during 2000–2002 

The complainant has claimed that DR borrowed ISK 55 million from the Port of Reykjavík during DR’s first 
three years of operation. According to the complainant, the loan was to be repaid, with inflation 
adjustments and interests, in 30 instalments with six months intervals. The complainant has moreover 
stated that the loan has not been repaid and that no arrears interests have been calculated. The Icelandic 
authorities have insisted that no such loan was granted ( 44 ). 

3.1.3. Running of DR’s offices and administrative costs 

According to the complainant, DR was run from the Port of Reykjavík’s office and therefore had no payroll, 
administration expenses or other office expenses. The Icelandic authorities have objected to this as being 
unfounded and claim that DR did not obtain any advantages in terms or of operating costs resulting from 
the Port’s participation in its operation. In that respect the Icelandic authorities point out that it was agreed 
in Article 9 of DR’s founding agreement that Stálsmiðjan hf. would take care of DR’s daily operations ( 45 ). 
This arrangement was renewed on 29 October 2000, in the agreement under which Stáltak undertook to 
rent all of DR’s assets for two years ( 46 ). 

3.1.4. The Port’s purchase of Stáltak’s shares in DR 

As described in Section I-2.5.1 above, the Port of Reykjavík bought all of Stáltak’s shares in DR on 
29 October 2000. The price was ISK 51,2 million, i.e. equal to the nominal value of the shares. 

The complainant believes the purchase price in question to be too high. In that respect the complainant has 
pointed out that it was clear to the Port that DR incurred operating losses ( 47 ). Furthermore, it followed 
from the agreement between Stáltak and DR concerning Stáltak’s use of DR’s assets that the operations of 
DR were to be wound up within two years from signing the agreement.
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( 42 ) See footnote 20. 
( 43 ) The chattels are listed as a whole in the annual accounts as moveable properties. Accordingly, not every item is 

valued and depreciated. According to the Icelandic authorities, this is in line with good accounting practices. 
( 44 ) See letter from the Icelandic authorities of 30 November 2006, Event No 400992. 
( 45 ) Letter of 13 September 2004, Event No 292795. 
( 46 ) Annex to the share purchase contract under which the Port bought all of Stáltak’s shares in DR. Document entitled 

Samkomulag, Event No 292795, attachment 18. 
( 47 ) DR’s operating losses amounted to ISK 8 428 692 in the year 2000.



The Icelandic authorities have confirmed that the use of DR’s slipways was less than predicted and thus DR’s 
operations did not make a profit as had been anticipated. The Icelandic authorities have explained that as no 
market reference was available, both parties agreed to use the contribution made upon establishment of DR 
as a benchmark when it came to pricing its assets ( 48 ). 

The Icelandic authorities claim that the purchase price for the shares was reasonable, notwithstanding DR’s 
operating losses. The authorities point out that the price was decided taking into account the inflation rate 
at the time, the increased value of DR’s real estate and its other assets due to renewals and price changes to 
real estate. The authorities moreover state that the Port’s objective when buying the shares was not to profit 
from the investment but to gain control of the sites in question and DR’s properties ( 49 ). 

In addition to the above, the Icelandic authorities have pointed out that at the time the Port bought the 
shares in DR, Stáltak had ceased all operations and only owned shares in DR. At the same time Stáltak 
owed the Port substantial amounts. The Port’s buying of the shares was thus a step in concluding all 
relations between the Port and Stáltak. The authorities have moreover explained that as a pilot project, DR 
was from the beginning intended to last for a relatively short period of time. If the project had fulfilled 
expectations, the next step would have been to continue cooperation with the parties involved in estab
lishing DR and thus continue to fulfil the Port’s obligation to ensure access to slipway facilities. The 
Icelandic authorities have explained that the three founders of DR expected that more entities involved 
in ship repairs and shipbuilding would want to become shareholders and cooperate on DR’s operation ( 50 ). 
The Port’s hope was that it would eventually sell its shares in DR to interested maritime service providers. 
Those expectations were not realised ( 51 ). 

3.1.5. The Port’s purchase of Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin 

As explained in Section I-2.7.1 above, Stáltak and the Port on 29 October 2000 entered into a share 
purchase contract ( 52 ) under which the Port bought all of Stáltak’s shares in Stáltak’s subsidiary Stálsmiðjan- 
Slippstöðin. The purchase price was ISK 323 million. 

The complainant has insisted that the purchase price was around ISK 150 million above a proper purchase 
price. This, the complainant bases on the fact that the sole assets of Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin were the 
properties in Mýrargata valued at circa ISK 175 million, which roughly amounts to the price paid by 
Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin for the property when bought from Stáltak two days earlier (by takeover of 
mortgage debts and payment of outstanding debt instalments). The complainant claims that the Port was 
well aware of this fact. 

Explaining the price paid by Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin for the properties in Mýrargata, the Icelandic authorities 
have pointed out that Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin’s objective for acquiring the properties was not to make profit 
but rather to be ready to invest in new residential housing on the sites as soon as a new land use plan had 
been approved for the area and authorisation given for construction on the sites. According to the Icelandic 
authorities, it later became clear that the purchase price was very favourable and that the City of Reykjavík 
could expect a considerable profit when selling the construction rights at the site ( 53 ). 

The Icelandic authorities have moreover explained that when evaluating a reasonable purchase price for all 
shares in Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin, the Port based its calculations and prerequisites on the value of the 
properties in Mýrargata. Moreover, the authorities point out that by the purchase, the Port ensured its 
final control over all real estate on the sites in question which meant that it had the sole discretion to decide 
on the future use of the shipbuilding and ship repair area, in accordance with the general land use plan for 
Reykjavík. The authorities have pointed out that at the time in question it had become clear that the sites 
would be intended for residential use in the future and that this had come to the attention of building 
developers that were prepared to buy them for a much higher price.
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( 48 ) See letter from the Icelandic authorities of 25 July 2005, Event No 328142. 
( 49 ) See letter from the Icelandic authorities of 30 August 2004, Event No 292795 and letter from the Icelandic 

authorities of 30 November 2006, Event No 400992. 
( 50 ) As proof thereof, the Icelandic authorities have pointed out that in DR’s founding agreement, Event No 280698, 

attachment 1, it says that the Board of Directors is authorised to increase DR’s share capital by up to ISK 30 000 000 
through the sale of new shares, within 12 months from the establishment of the company. This the Port saw as a 
prevention of construction of multiple facilities and over investment in the sector. 

( 51 ) See letters from the Icelandic authorities of 30 November 2006, Event No 400992 and letter of 29 October 2007, 
Event No 449597. 

( 52 ) Event No 292795, attachment 15. 
( 53 ) See letter from the Icelandic authorities of 30 November 2006, Event No 400992.



The Icelandic authorities claim that the purchase price was based on business views and that the transaction 
in fact constituted a certain guarantee for the price not being determined by the general property market. 
The authorities have explained that the purchase price was only based on the value of the property and that 
Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin’s operational value was not seen as adding to the price. The authorities have 
specifically pointed out that the properties’ fire insurance value, excluding the lots, was approximately 
ISK 302 million at the end of 1999 ( 54 ). The parties to the agreement agreed on basing the purchase 
price on the latest insurance value, including an increase of little under 7 %. In that respect, the 
Icelandic authorities have added that the market price of industrial property is generally somewhat 
higher than its fire insurance value, especially when it comes to older buildings that have been depreciated 
due to age. In addition, the price was affected by the fact that the buildings in question were steel-framed 
buildings which could easily be transported to a new industrial area for vessel ships. Everything considered, 
the Icelandic authorities are of the opinion that the purchase price paid by the Port can be regarded as 
low ( 55 ). 

3.2. Measures executed by DR 

3.2.1. The rental agreement between Stáltak and DR concerning DR’s assets 

As described in Section I-2.5.2 above, on 29 October 2000, Stáltak and DR concluded a rental 
agreement ( 56 ) according to which Stáltak’s lease contract on the use of DR’s equipment would be valid 
for two years from that date ( 57 ). 

The complainant has made the point that no amendments were made to the rental terms to make 
allowance for investments made by DR in a new slipway F in 2000. More specifically, the complainant 
claims that DR bought additional equipment valued at ISK 93 million in 2000, which had the effect that the 
equipment Stáltak had on lease from DR nearly doubled in value while the rent stayed unchanged. 
According to the complainant, this investment was primarily financed by credit made available by the 
Port. The complainant has moreover insisted that Stáltak paid the rent almost entirely in the form of 
maintenance work on the leased equipment. 

The complainant has specifically pointed out that the monthly rental price should have been closer to 
ISK 1,8 million or ISK 2,2 million per month instead of the around ISK 600 000 charged ( 58 ). This is based 
on an analysis from an auditing firm, referring to prevailing rent rates for comparable premises and 
standard return on profits ( 59 ). 

The Icelandic authorities have rejected the claim that the rental price was too low. The authorities have 
described the value of the leased equipment and state that the rental prerequisites did not change during the 
period in question; no additional equipment or repairs changed the rental basis ( 60 ). Moreover the Icelandic 
authorities insist that the market investor principle was respected when the rental price was determined. 

As regards the rental agreement’s provision on operational and management costs, the Icelandic authorities 
have pointed out that as a general rule, the lessor is responsible for the quality of leased equipment and that 
only in exceptional circumstances may the lessor have the lessee covering costs relating to maintenance. In 
circumstances where the lessee has the capacity and knowledge to take care of maintenance and repair, it is 
common to negotiate on the lessee taking care of the maintenance work considered necessary by the lessor, 
as that would generally be the most efficient and economic solution. This approach may for instance 
prevent consequences of default and costs caused by delays in maintenance work ( 61 ).
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( 54 ) At the same time the properties’ rateable value, including the lots, was ISK 197 156 000. 
( 55 ) See letter from the Icelandic authorities of 25 July 2005, Event No 328142. 
( 56 ) The rental agreement was annexed to the share purchase contract of 29 October 2000 under which the Port bought 

all of Stáltak’s shares in DR. Document entitled Samkomulag, Event No 292795, attachment 18. 
( 57 ) The rental agreement refers to an older lease contract which is to continue its validity. It seems to refer to a slipway 

lease agreement that was concluded between the Port of Reykjavík and Stálsmiðjan hf. of 10 February 1995. 
Document entitled Leigusamningur, Event No 292795, attachment 16. 

( 58 ) The income received by DR from its leasing of slipways amounted to ISK 7,1 million in 2002, whereas the income 
amounted to approximately ISK 4,4 million in 2001 and to ISK 7 268 412 in 2000. Stáltak was the only lessee 
during this period. 

( 59 ) See analysis from the auditing firm KPMG of 23 July 2003, Event No 280698, attachment 11. 
( 60 ) In that respect the Icelandic authorities first refer to the Port’s letter to Skipasmíðastöð Njarðvíkur (the Njarðvík 

shipyard) dated 4 April 2000 (Event No 292795, attachment 24). The letter states that the slipways were originally 
bought by the Port for ISK 70 000 000. Until 31 December 1999, the Port put ISK 118 000 000 into improvements 
of the slipways. It says that according to the original lease agreement (the Port’s agreement with Stálsmiðjan of 
10 February 1995, Article 5), improvements of the leased assets heightened the income base on which the rent was 
calculated. Accordingly, the rental price had already been raised. This is also stated in the Port’s letter to the Icelandic 
Competition Authority dated 1 November 2000 (Event No 292795, attachment 25). 

( 61 ) See letter from the Icelandic authorities of 30 August 2004, Event No 292795.



3.2.1.1. T h e m o r t g a g e c l a u s e 

As explained in Section I-2.5.2 above, the rental agreement contained a clause authorising Stáltak to 
mortgage the leased assets to the bank Íslandsbanki as security for the payment of Stáltak’s liabilities for 
up to ISK 40 million, indexed. 

The complainant is of the opinion that the mortgage clause, allowing for a very high mortgage on the 
leased assets compared to the rental terms, can only have been intended for giving undue direct support to 
Stáltak’s operations. 

According to the Icelandic authorities, the mortgage clause is explained by the fact that while the slipways 
themselves were owned by DR, various items attached to the slipways were mostly owned by Stáltak ( 62 ). As 
it was difficult to separate Stáltak’s property from that of DR it was decided to mortgage all the assets as a 
whole. According to the Icelandic authorities, there was an agreement that the mortgage would be 
transferred to Stáltak’s items should the mortgage be foreclosed ( 63 ). 

The Icelandic authorities have moreover explained that the guarantee was necessary to provide Stáltak with 
a security to ensure minimum operating capital to cover the interim period from the time Stáltak carried 
out work for customers and until payments were received ( 64 ). The authorities claim that this was in the 
mutual interest of Stáltak and DR as it facilitated Stáltak’s business and was likely to help the company to 
start generating income as soon as possible. In this regard, the Icelandic authorities emphasise that Stáltak 
held the majority of shares in DR at the time in question ( 65 ). 

3.2.1.2. S a l e o f e q u i p m e n t 

According to the rental agreement, both parties presupposed that DR’s operations would cease two years 
after its signing. Upon DR’s dissolution, DR’s movable equipment would be sold and the revenue divided 
equally between Stáltak and DR, even though the equipment was the exclusive property of DR ( 66 ). On this 
basis, ISK 10 million was deposited in Stáltak’s business account with the Port after sale of the 
equipment ( 67 ). The complainant has alleged this constituted direct and undue financial support for the 
benefit of Stáltak. 

On this point, the Icelandic authorities have emphasised that upon the foundation of DR, the Port’s slipways 
and Stálsmiðjan hf.’s moveable equipment were transferred to DR. In addition, DR bought equipment from 
Stáltak which formed an integral part of the slipways operation and was therefore never to be sold from the 
slipways operation. However, the equipment transferred by Stálsmiðjan hf. when DR was founded could, 
according to the Icelandic authorities, possibly be sold in the event Stáltak ceased its operation ( 68 ). It was 
the opinion of the parties involved that it would be appropriate to divide the price equally. In that respect 
the authorities point out that DR wanted to ensure that a new operator would be able to ensure adequate 
chattels for the operation of the slipways if their operation continued ( 69 ). 

3.3. Measures executed by Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin (later Hafnarhús) 

3.3.1. Lease of properties in Mýrargata 

It follows from Section I-2.7 above, that according to a property transfer agreement of 27 October 2000, 
Stáltak transferred its properties in Mýrargata to its subsidiary Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin which leased the 
properties back to Stáltak. Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin (later Hafnarhús) was then taken over by the Port, which 
did not imply any amendments to the lease agreement concerning the properties in Mýrargata.
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( 62 ) More specifically this includes rails, trolleys, carriages, winches, winch housings, wires, lifting equipment, keel pads 
and ladders as well as various systems in the slipways for air, electricity, gas, oxygen and water. 

( 63 ) See letter from the Icelandic authorities of 25 July 2005, Event No 328142. See also letter from the Icelandic 
authorities of 30 November 2006, Event No 400992. 

( 64 ) See letter from the Icelandic authorities of 30 August 2004, Event No 292795. 
( 65 ) See letter from the Icelandic authorities of 30 August 2004, Event No 292795. 
( 66 ) The agreement moreover states that DR may continue its operation for some time after the rental period expires, but 

that will not change the fact that Stáltak will be entitled to 50 % of the sales revenues after operation has been 
ceased. 

( 67 ) See letter from the Icelandic authorities of 25 July 2005, Event No 328142. 
( 68 ) See letter from the Icelandic authorities of 13 September 2004, Event No 292795. 
( 69 ) See letter from the Icelandic authorities of 30 November 2006, Event No 400992.



According to the complainant, based on an analysis from an auditing firm referring to prevailing rent rates 
for comparable premises and standard return on profits ( 70 ), the rent paid for the properties in Mýrargata 
was too low. More specifically, the complainant has claimed that the rent should have been at least ISK 2,8 
million instead of the charged ISK 1 million per month. 

The Icelandic authorities have dismissed these allegations stating the auditing firm’s analysis, referred to by 
the complainant, is incorrect and misleading. Particularly, the authorities believe that the analysis is based on 
the leased property being 1 000 m 2 larger than it actually is and is in addition based on vague average 
figures for lease of industrial housing ( 71 ). 

II. ASSESSMENT 

1. The presence of State aid 

Article 61(1) of the EEA Agreement reads as follows: 

‘Save as otherwise provided in this Agreement, any aid granted by EC Member States, EFTA States or 
through State resources in any form whatsoever which distorts or threatens to distort competition by 
favouring certain undertakings or the production of certain goods shall, in so far as it affects trade 
between Contracting Parties, be incompatible with the functioning of this Agreement.’ 

It follows from this provision that, for State aid within the meaning of the EEA Agreement to be present, 
the following conditions must be met: 

— the aid must be granted through state resources, 

— the aid must favour certain undertakings or the production of certain goods, i.e. the measure must 
confer an economic advantage upon the recipient(s), which must be selective, 

— the beneficiary must be an undertaking within the meaning of the EEA Agreement, 

— the aid must be capable of distorting competition and affect trade between contracting parties. 

The Court of Justice of the European Communities (hereinafter the Court of Justice) has consistently held 
that the concept of an undertaking covers any entity engaged in an economic activity, regardless of the legal 
status of the entity or the way in which it is financed ( 72 ). It has also consistently held that any activity 
consisting in offering goods and services on a given market is an economic activity ( 73 ). Accordingly, Stáltak (as well 
as Stálsmiðjan hf. before and later Stálsmiðjan ehf.) is an undertaking in the meaning of Article 61(1) EEA. 

Whether the remaining conditions are met must be assessed individually with respect to each of the 
transactions described above. 

1.1. Alleged aid measures executed by the Port of Reykjavík 

1.1.1. General — presence of state resources 

The term ‘state resources’ covers all aid granted from public sources, including municipalities. It can also 
include aid granted by public or private bodies designated or established by the state, be it central 
government or municipalities. It is established case law by the Court of Justice that no distinction is to 
be drawn between cases where the aid is granted directly by the State and those where it is granted by 
public or private bodies which the State establishes or designates to administer the aid ( 74 ). 

At the time the alleged State aid was granted, the Port of Reykjavík was governed by the former Harbour 
Act No 23/1994 and Regulation No 130/1986 on Reykjavík Harbour. The 1994 Harbour Act prescribed 
that harbours should be owned by municipalities and controlled by harbour boards elected by their 
respective owners. The Regulation then provided that the Port was owned by the city of Reykjavík and 
that harbour affairs were managed by the Reykjavík City Council under the supervision of the Ministry of 
Transport. The Port’s daily operations were in the hands of a Harbour Director and a Harbour Board which 
was elected by the Reykjavík City Council. Moreover, the Harbour Board’s Chairman was either a member 
or an alternate member of the City Council. According to the Icelandic authorities, the Harbour Board can 
be regarded as a part, although rather loosely connected, of the administrative body of the Municipality of 
Reykjavík at the time the transactions took place ( 75 ).
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( 70 ) Analysis from the auditing firm KPMG of 23 July 2003, Event No 280698, attachment 11. 
( 71 ) See letter from the Icelandic authorities of 30 August 2004, Event No 292795. 
( 72 ) See in particular, Case C-41/90 Höfner and Elser [1991] ECR I-1979; Joined Cases C-159/91 and C-160/91 Poucet and 

Pistre [1993] ECR I-637, paragraph 17 and Case C-244/94 Fédération Francaise des Sociétés d’Assurance [1995] ECR 
I-4013, paragraph 14. 

( 73 ) See Case 118/85 Commission v Italy [1987] ECR 2599, paragraph 7 and Case C-35/96 Commission v Italy [1998] ECR 
I-3851, paragraph 36. 

( 74 ) See in particular Case 78/76 Steinike & Weinlig [1977] ECR 595, paragraph 21; Case 290/83 Commission v France 
[1985] ECR 439, paragraph 14; Joined Cases 67/85, 68/85 and 70/85 Van der Kooy and Others v Commission [1988] 
ECR 219, paragraph 35 and Case C-305/89 Italy v Commission [1991] ECR I-1603, paragraph 13. 

( 75 ) See letter from the Icelandic authorities of 29 October 2007, Event 449597.



The Harbour Board supervised the Port’s financial affairs, operations, maintenance and construction of new 
buildings in the harbour area. The Harbour Board was to submit the Harbour Fund’s annual budget to the 
Reykjavík City Council for approval and apply to the City Council for authorisation for the Port’s service 
tariff and loans taken by the Harbour Fund or other financial obligations that were to bind the Fund for a 
longer period than the current fiscal year. Moreover, the Harbour Board was to report its annual budget to 
the Icelandic Maritime Agency. 

According to the 1994 Harbour Act, a joint harbour tariff, based on proposals from the Ministry of 
Transport consultation body and confirmed by the Minister, should apply to all Icelandic harbours. The 
tariff was to suffice to cover harbours’ daily operations and reasonable renovation of buildings. The 
Regulation then provided that the Reykjavík Harbour Fund was financed through this tariff and a service 
charge tariff decided by the Harbour Board and confirmed by the Reykjavík City Council. 

The above shows that the 1994 Harbour Act and the Regulation on Reykjavík Harbour regulated the Port of 
Reykjavík’s operational environment to the extent that the Port’s autonomy was significantly restricted. The 
1994 Harbour Act and the Regulation explicitly provided that the Port should be owned by the City of 
Reykjavík. Moreover, the Port’s financing was restricted to a harbour tariff decided by the Minister of 
Transport and a service tariff subject to confirmation by the Reykjavík City Council. Even if the Port 
had autonomy in its daily operations, it acted under the control of the Reykjavík City Council which 
also had decisive powers when it came to the Port’s annual budget. Moreover, the City Council’s 
presence in the Harbour Board, which according to the 1994 Harbour Act and the Regulation saw to 
the Port’s daily operations, was evident. 

Accordingly, based on the above, the Authority’s preliminary conclusion is that the disputed measures 
executed by the Port of Reykjavík were imputable to the Icelandic State and therefore any potential 
economic advantage granted through those measures is granted through state resources. 

1.1.2. The Port of Reykjavík’s transfer of chattels to DR 

The complainant has alleged that the chattels transferred to DR by the Port of Reykjavík were transferred at 
too low a price while the chattels transferred to DR by Stáltak were valued too high. According to the 
complainant, this had the effect that Stáltak unduly acquired the majority of DR’s shares. 

The Icelandic authorities have rejected these allegations and have in that respect referred to an evaluation of 
all chattels transferred to DR, done by a certified accountant in accordance with Article 5 and 6 of the Act 
No 138/1994 on private limited liability companies ( 76 ). The complainant has not provided any information 
which gives the Authority reason to doubt the evaluation provided by the Icelandic authorities. The 
complainant has therefore not established that this measure resulted in an economic advantage for Stáltak. 

On the basis of the information available to it, it is the Authority’s view that the Port of Reykjavík’s transfer 
of chattels to DR did not constitute an economic advantage in favour of Stáltak. Hence, the Authority’s 
opinion is that the measure does not constitute state aid in the meaning of Article 61(1) EEA. 

1.1.3. The Port’s loan to DR during 2000-2002 

The complainant believes that DR borrowed ISK 55 million from the Port during DR’s first three years of 
operation. The complainant has not provided the Authority with any documentary evidence regarding the 
loan. 

The Icelandic authorities have expressly stated that the loan was never granted. As the complainant has not 
substantiated his allegations in any manner, the Authority has no reason to doubt the Icelandic authorities’ 
statement in this regard. 

Accordingly, the Authority cannot on the basis of the information available to it establish that a possible 
loan constituted an economic advantage for Stáltak (as DR’s majority shareholder from DR’s establishment 
in December 1999 and until Stáltak’s shares were bought by the Port on 29 October 2000). Hence, the 
Authority considers that the measure does not constitute State aid within the meaning of Article 61(1) EEA. 

1.1.4. Running of DR’s offices and administrative costs 

The complainant has claimed that DR was run from the Port’s office and therefore did not incur any 
administration expenses. The complainant has failed to provide the Authority with any evidence thereof.
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The Icelandic authorities have rejected the allegations and claim that DR did not obtain any advantages in 
terms of operations costs resulting from the Port’s participation in its operation. In that respect the Icelandic 
authorities have pointed out that DR’s founding agreement provided that Stálsmiðjan hf. would take care of 
DR’s daily operations. This arrangement was renewed on 29 October 2000, in the agreement under which 
Stáltak undertook to rent all of DR’s assets for two years. 

As the complainant has not provided the Authority with any evidence for its allegations, the Authority has 
no grounds on which to doubt the Icelandic authorities’ statements regarding this part of the complaint. 

The Authority therefore cannot establish that Stáltak (as a majority shareholder in DR from DR’s estab
lishment in December 1999 and until Stáltak’s shares were bought by the Port on 29 October 2000) 
obtained any economic advantage from the running of DR’s offices. Therefore, the Authority concludes that 
no State aid within the meaning of Article 61(1) EEA is involved. 

1.1.5. The Port’s purchase of Stáltak’s shares in DR 

— Selective advantage 

The Port of Reykjavík bought all Stáltak’s shares in DR on 29 October 2000. The purchase price was 
ISK 51,2 million, which was equal to the nominal value of the shares. The price was set at nominal value 
despite the fact that DR had been run at a loss. The complainant is of the opinion that the purchase price 
was too high taking into account DR’s operating losses and the fact that DR’s operations were to be wound 
up within two years from the signing of the agreement. 

The Icelandic authorities have, inter alia, argued that the purchase price was reasonable notwithstanding 
DR’s operating losses. In that respect the Icelandic authorities have referred to the inflation rate at the time, 
the increased value of DR’s real estate and its other assets due to renewals and price increases in the real 
estate market. Moreover, the authorities have pointed out that the Port’s objective when buying the shares 
was not to profit from the investment but to gain control of the sites in question and of DR’s properties. In 
addition, the Icelandic authorities have stated that as no market reference price was available at the time the 
purchase took place, both parties agreed to use the contribution made upon establishment of DR as a 
benchmark when it came to pricing its assets. In the Icelandic authorities’ correspondence it has also been 
explained that DR’s founders originally had envisaged attracting more companies to become shareholders in 
DR and that the Port of Reykjavík had planned to eventually sell its shares in the company. 

It must be assessed whether the arguments presented by the Icelandic authorities are capable of excluding 
the presence of State aid. In that regard, it is necessary to consider the market value of Stáltak’s shares in DR 
at the time. If, and to the extent that the price paid by the Port for Stáltak’s shares in DR does not reflect the 
shares’ market value, that is to say if the price paid for the shares was above the price a private investor 
would have paid for the shares, Stáltak obtained an economic advantage in the form of the difference 
between the market value and the higher price paid. Moreover, the measure would be selective as it only 
benefits the seller of the shares. 

At the time of the conclusion of the contract, DR had been run with operating losses. That in itself may 
suggest that the market value of the company’s shares might at the time in question have been below their 
nominal value. The Icelandic authorities seem to claim that the increased value of DR’s assets and real estate 
and the Port of Reykjavík’s determination to gain control over the sites and properties in question balanced 
DR’s operational losses so that the company’s shares kept a value equal to their nominal value. 

However, on the basis of the information provided by the complainant and by the Icelandic authorities, the 
Authority is in doubt as to whether the price paid for Stáltak’s shares in DR reflected the shares’ market 
value. 

— Distortion of competition and effect on trade between Contracting Parties
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Under settled case law, the mere fact that an aid strengthens an undertaking’s position compared with that 
of other undertakings competing in an intra EEA trade is enough to conclude that the measure is likely to 
affect trade between the contracting parties and distort competition between undertakings established in 
other EEA States ( 77 ). If, and to the extent that the transaction in question conferred an economic advantage 
on Stáltak, its position was strengthened in comparison with that of its competitors. 

As already established by the Authority in its Decisions Nos 658/07/COL and 328/09/COL ( 78 ), operators of 
dry docks as ship repair facilities are in international competition. The market for port services has been 
gradually opened for competition ( 79 ), In that respect it should be pointed out that the European 
Commission noted in its LeaderSHIP 2015 programme ( 80 ) that commercial shipbuilding and ship repair 
operate in a truly global market with exposure to worldwide competition. 

Against this background, the present aid is liable to threaten to distort competition and affect trade within 
the EEA. 

— Conclusion 

On the basis of the above, the Authority is in doubt as to whether the transaction involves State aid within 
the meaning of Article 61(1) EEA. 

1.1.6. The Port’s purchase of Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin 

— Selective advantage 

The Port of Reykjavík bought all Stáltak’s shares in Stáltak’s subsidiary Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin on 
29 October 2000. The purchase price was ISK 323 million. Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin’s sole assets were 
properties in Mýrargata, transferred to it by Stáltak on 27 October 2000 in return for approximately 
ISK 175 million, paid by taking over of mortgage debts amounting to approximately ISK 174 million 
and by payment of instalments with regard to debt on another property. The Port paid the purchase 
price to Stáltak by taking over of the mortgage on the properties and the remainder was paid in cash. 
Upon the conclusion of the purchase of the shares, the Port was aware that it would not receive any rental 
income from the properties in Mýrargata during the next two years, as the two years’ rent had already been 
paid in full. 

The complainant has argued that the purchase price was too high by about ISK 150 million. In that respect 
the complainant refers to the difference between the price paid for the assets in Mýrargata by Stálsmiðjan- 
Slippstöðin, when transferred from Stáltak, and the price paid for all shares in Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin by 
the Port of Reykjavík. 

The Icelandic authorities have claimed that the purchase price paid by the Port for the shares in Stálsmiðjan- 
Slippstöðin was based on business considerations. The authorities have explained that the Port based its 
calculations on the value of the properties in Mýrargata, more specifically on their fire insurance value, and 
on the fact that the purchase ensured the Port final control over all real estate on the sites in question. That 
in turn gave the Port sole discretion to decide on the future use of the area, which was to be transformed 
into a residential area. The Icelandic authorities have noted that Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin’s operational value 
was not considered to add to the shares’ purchase price. The Icelandic authorities are of the opinion that the 
purchase price paid by the Port can be regarded as low.
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In this respect, it is necessary to assess whether the arguments presented by the Icelandic authorities suffice 
to establish that the Port of Reykjavík paid a market price for the shares in Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin and thus 
excluding the presence of State aid. If, and to the extent that the price paid by the Port for Stáltak’s shares in 
Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin is above the price a private investor would have paid for the shares, Stáltak has 
obtained an advantage in the form of the difference between the applicable market value and the higher 
price paid. Furthermore, the measure would be selective as it only benefits the seller of the shares. 

The real estate in Mýrargata was transferred from Stáltak to Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin on 27 October 2000 
for a price approximately ISK 150 million lower than that paid by the Port for the shares in Stálsmiðjan- 
Slippstöðin two days later. On the basis of the facts referred to above, the Authority is at this point of the 
procedure unable to establish with certainty that the price paid reflected the shares’ market value. 

— Distortion of competition and effect on trade between Contracting Parties 

As set out above, the mere fact that an aid strengthens an undertaking’s position compared with that of 
other undertakings, which are competitors in EEA trade, is enough to conclude that competition is distorted 
and intra EEA trade is affected. 

If, and to the extent that the Port of Reykjavík bought Stáltak’s shares in Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin above 
market price, Stáltak’s position was strengthened compared with that of its competitors on the EEA market 
for dry-docking and ship repair slipway services. The transaction may therefore threaten to distort 
competition and affect trade within the EEA. 

— Conclusion 

On the basis of the above, the Authority cannot exclude that the transaction involves State aid within the 
meaning of Article 61(1) EEA. 

1.2. Alleged aid measures executed by DR 

As described above, the term ‘state resources’ covers State aid granted from public sources. It can include aid 
granted by public or private bodies designated or established by the State. 

As regards the alleged State aid measures complained about that were executed by DR, i.e. the rental 
agreement between Stáltak and DR concerning DR’s assets, it is necessary to establish whether or not 
DR’s actions in this regard were imputable to the State. The complainant has alleged that the rent, the 
mortgage clause contained in the agreement and finally the sale of equipment at the winding up of the 
company constitutes State aid. The Authority considers that the first two measures form part of the rental 
agreement, whereas the last does not, as it seems that the provisions set out in the agreement were not 
followed. Hence, it must be established whether the rental agreement and the sale of equipment was 
imputable to the state. 

As explained above, DR was a private limited liability company, established by the Port of Reykjavík and 
Stáltak in December 1999. As of 29 October 2000, when the Port acquired all of Stáltak’s shares in DR and 
became its sole owner ( 81 ), DR must be regarded as a public undertaking within the meaning of Article 2, 
paragraph 1(b) of the Transparency Directive ( 82 ), in force at the time of the transaction. According to the 
provision, a public undertaking is any undertaking over which the public authorities may exercise directly or 
indirectly a dominant influence by virtue of their ownership of it, their financial participation therein, or the rules 
which govern it. 

However, as stated by the Court of Justice ( 83 ) in its judgment in Stardust marine ( 84 ), the mere fact that a 
public undertaking is under state control is not sufficient for measures taken by that undertaking to be 
imputable to the State. In that respect, it is also necessary to examine whether the public authorities must be 
regarded as having been involved, in one way or another, in the adoption of those measures.
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( 81 ) Save for the small share owned by Gjörvi since DR’s founding. 
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( 83 ) Hereinafter also referred to as ‘the Court’. 
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The Court then continued by outlining the criteria for imputability to the state of an aid measure taken by a 
public undertaking. This may, according to the Court, be inferred from a set of indicators arising from the 
circumstances of the case and the context in which that measure was taken. Examples of such indicators 
provided by the Court are whether or not the undertaking is able to take the contested decision without 
taking account of requirements of or directives issued by the public authorities. Moreover, other relevant 
indicators may according to the Court be the undertaking’s integration into the structures of the public 
administration, the nature of its activities and the exercise of the latter on the market in normal conditions 
of competition with private operators, the legal status of the undertaking (in the sense of its being subject to 
public law or ordinary company law), the intensity of the supervision exercised by the public authorities 
over the management of the undertaking, or any other indicator showing, in the particular case, an 
involvement by the public authorities in the adoption of the measure in question or the unlikelihood of 
their not being involved, having regard also to the compass of the measure, its content or the conditions 
which it contains ( 85 ). 

DR was a private limited liability company established under the Act No 138/1994. In such companies, 
shareholder’s liability when it comes to the company’s obligations is limited to the share capital contributed. 
No privileges were attached to the company’s shares and shareholders were not required to submit to 
redemption of their shares. 

The Icelandic authorities have explained that DR’s operations were never under the Port of Reykjavík or the 
City of Reykjavík’s control, either before or after the Port’s acquisition of Stáltak’s shares. In this respect the 
authorities have pointed out that no operational issues were ever addressed to the Port of Reykjavík’s 
Harbour Board. The Harbour Board’s involvement was limited to the appointment of one of DR’s three 
board members ( 86 ) and the fact that DR’s audited annual accounts were presented to the Harbour Board. 
Finally, it was the Harbour Board that finally requested DR’s de-registration from the national company 
registry. 

The Icelandic authorities have insisted that the Port or other public authorities were never involved in DR’s 
daily operations or its management and could in no manner influence its business decisions, such as the 
decision to rent DR’s assets to Stáltak. Neither Icelandic law nor company practices entitled the Port to 
influence such a decision in any way ( 87 ). Furthermore, the complainant has confirmed that DR was not 
obliged to take account of any directives or requirements from the Port or other municipal authorities in 
relation to the rental agreement and the sale of equipment. Neither had the Port of the municipality any 
influence on DR’s decisions in this respect ( 88 ). 

Against this background it is the Authority’s view that the private limited liability company DR acted 
irrespective of any requirements or directives issued by the City of Reykjavík or other public authorities. 
The company was independent in its operations and did not serve as a part of the public administration. 
The Authority is of the opinion that the criteria for imputability to the State of an aid measure taken by a 
public undertaking outlined by the Court of Justice in Stardust marine, referred to above, are not fulfilled as 
regards the measures executed by DR. 

It is accordingly the Authority’s view that DR’s decision to continue renting its assets to Stáltak was not 
imputable to the state. Furthermore, DR’s decision to deviate from the rental agreement with regard to the 
sale of equipment is not imputable to the state. As the presence of state resources thus cannot be 
established, the Authority is of the opinion that the transaction does not constitute State aid under 
Article 61(1) EEA. 

1.3. Alleged aid measures executed by Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin (later Hafnarhús) 

Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin (later Hafnarhús) was a private limited liability company established by Stáltak and 
sold to the Port of Reykjavík on 29 October 2000. According to its articles of association, the company’s 
objective was property holding and operations including leasing out of real estate, floating docks and 
docking constructions for ship repairs. The question here is whether the company’s lease of its properties 
in Mýrargata to Stáltak can be regarded as imputable to the state. 

The lease contract concerning these properties was entered into on 27 October 2000, two days before 
Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin was bought by the Port. Hence, at the time the lease contract was entered into, 
Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin was owned by Stáltak, a private company.
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On this basis, the Authority is of the opinion that the lease contract concerning the properties in Mýrargata 
cannot be imputable to the state, as Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin was not owned by the state or any state-owned 
company at the time the transaction was concluded. Furthermore, the Authority cannot see that the lease 
contract constitutes State aid on the basis that Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin was later bought by the Port and the 
lease contract continued running on the same conditions. 

Therefore, the Authority has reached the conclusion that Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin/Hafnarhús’s lease of 
property in Mýrargata to Stáltak was not imputable to the state. As the presence of state resources thus 
cannot be established, the Authority is of the opinion that the transaction does not constitute State aid 
under Article 61(1) EEA. 

2. Procedural requirements 

Pursuant to Article 1(3) of Part I of Protocol 3 to the Surveillance and Court Agreement, the EFTA 
Surveillance Authority shall be informed, in sufficient time to enable it to submit its comments, of any plans to 
grant or alter aid. […]. The State concerned shall not put its proposed measures into effect until the procedure has 
resulted in a final decision. 

The Icelandic authorities did not notify the aid measures described above to the Authority. The Authority 
has therefore come to the preliminary conclusion that the Icelandic authorities have not respected their 
obligations pursuant to Article 1(3) of Part I of Protocol 3 to the Surveillance and Court Agreement. 

3. Compatibility of the aid 

The Icelandic authorities have argued that the transactions described above do not constitute State aid and 
have not put forward arguments concerning compatibility of possible State aid. However, as stated above, 
the Authority cannot exclude that State aid may be involved in the Port of Reykjavík’s purchase of shares in 
DR and Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin from Stáltak. It must therefore be considered whether any aid involved in 
the transactions could be compatible with the EEA Agreement under Articles 61(2) or 61(3) EEA. 

The exemptions laid down in Article 61(2) EEA are not applicable to the measures in question, as the 
measures are not designed to achieve any of the aims listed in this provision. Moreover, Articles 61(3)(a) 
and (b) EEA appear to be inapplicable as the measures in question did not promote economic development 
in an area where the standard of living is abnormally low or where there is serious underemployment and 
did not promote a project of common European interest. Furthermore, the information available to the 
Authority does not indicate that the measures in question had the objective to facilitate the development of 
certain economic activities as prescribed in Article 61(3)(c) EEA. 

Against that background, the Authority has reached the preliminary conclusion that the State aid is not 
compatible with the EEA Agreement. 

4. Conclusion 

Based on the information submitted by the Icelandic authorities and by complainant, the Authority cannot 
exclude the possibility that the Port of Reykjavík’s purchase of shares in DR and Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin 
from Stáltak constitutes State aid within the meaning of Article 61(1) EEA. Moreover, the Authority has 
doubts that these measures can be regarded as complying with Articles 61(2) or 61(3)(a)-(c) EEA. The 
Authority thus doubts that the above measures are compatible with the functioning of the EEA Agreement. 

Consequently, and in accordance with Article 4(4) of Part II of Protocol 3 to the Surveillance and Court 
Agreement, the Authority is obliged to open the procedure provided for in Article 1(2) of Part I of Protocol 
3 of the Surveillance and Court Agreement with regard to these measures. The decision to open proceedings 
is without prejudice to the final decision of the Authority, which may conclude that the measures in 
question do not constitute State aid or are compatible with the functioning of the EEA Agreement. 

In light of the foregoing considerations, the Authority, acting under the procedure laid down in Article 1(2) 
of Part I of Protocol 3 to the Surveillance and Court Agreement, requests the Icelandic authorities to submit 
their comments within one month of the date of receipt of this Decision. 

In light of the foregoing consideration, the Authority requires that, within one month of receipt of this 
decision, the Icelandic authorities provide all documents, information and data needed for assessment of the 
compatibility of the described transactions with the State aid rules of the EEA Agreement. It requests the 
Icelandic authorities to forward a copy of this decision to the potential aid recipient of the aid immediately,
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HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION: 

Article 1 

The EFTA Surveillance Authority has decided to open the formal investigation procedure provided for in 
Article 1(2) of Part I of Protocol 3 to the Surveillance and Court Agreement against Iceland regarding the 
alleged State aid granted by the Port of Reykjavík to Stáltak hf. (later Stálsmiðjan ehf.) through the Port of 
Reykjavík’s purchase of Stáltak hf.’s shares in the private limited liability companies Dráttarbrautir 
Reykjavíkur ehf. and Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin ehf. 

Article 2 

The EFTA Surveillance Authority considers that the alleged State aid granted by the Port of Reykjavík to 
Stáltak hf. (later Stálsmiðjan ehf.) through transfer of chattels to Dráttarbrautir Reykjavíkur ehf., through 
alleged granting of a loan to Dráttarbrautir Reykjavíkur ehf. during the years 2000-2002 and through 
remission of Dráttarbrautir Reykjavíkur ehf.’s administrative costs does not constitute State aid within the 
meaning of Article 61 of the EEA Agreement. 

Article 3 

The EFTA Surveillance Authority considers that the alleged State aid granted by Dráttarbrautir Reykjavíkur 
ehf. to Stáltak hf. (later Stálsmiðjan ehf.) does not constitute State aid within the meaning of Article 61 of 
the EEA Agreement. 

Article 4 

The EFTA Surveillance Authority considers that the alleged State aid granted by Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin 
(later Hafnarhús) to Stáltak hf. (later Stálsmiðjan ehf.) does not constitute State aid within the meaning of 
Article 61 of the EEA Agreement. 

Article 5 

The Icelandic authorities are requested, pursuant to Article 6(1) of Part II of Protocol 3 to the Surveillance 
and Court Agreement, to submit their comments on the opening of the formal investigation procedure 
within one month from the notification of this Decision. 

Article 6 

The Icelandic authorities are required to provide within one month from the notification of this Decision, all 
documents, information and data needed for assessment of the compatibility of the aid measures described 
in Article 1 of this Decision. In particular, the Icelandic authorities are requested to submit the value 
assessments necessary in order to evaluate the value of the shares purchased by the Port of Reykjavík in 
Dráttarbrautir Reykjavíkur and Stálsmiðjan-Slippstöðin. 

Article 7 

This Decision is addressed to the Republic of Iceland. 

Article 8 

Only the English version is authentic. 

Done at Brussels, 30 October 2009. 

For the EFTA Surveillance Authority 

Per SANDERUD 

President 

Kristján Andri STEFÁNSSON 

College Member
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